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Dhan'bidhoo Loamaafaanu (translated by Prof. Wijayawardana, Prof. Dissanayake, Mr Hassan Ahmed Maniku, Mr Ahmed Shafeeq and Mr Ali Najeeb, 1982. Scanned and cleaned by 2H with the support of Nazim (of Dhivehi Academy)

Isdhoo Loamaafaanu, 1194 (Translated by Hassan Ahmed Maniku and GD Wijayawardhana, 1986. Only 10% of the document is online for copyright reasons)

The Manner of Writing Thaana by Naibu Tuththu (Sh. Mohamed Jamaaludhdheen) [1931]
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Manikufaanah thi kohdhevuny varah aguhuri masahkaithpulheh. Allah thibaage thi masahkathugai kaamiyaabu minvarukurahvaa heyo jazaa dhehvaashi. Aameen.
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